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Lne reaueoL came to make this presentation at th: General

I responderi that it came at the very best and at the very worst

of times. The ve,-,y best of times because since 1972 at the University

of Vermont, we have been utilizing a competency based approach (CBA)

in our Administration and Planning program, and this year we have been

engaged in an assessment of how wel:. i - has worked. This opportunity

thus --.1sh-(1 m.) further than I might have gone in thinking about what

we have been doing these few years and where we want to go. It came

at the very worst of times because I was already committed previously

to complete several other long postponed tasks. What has emerged is

the result of a jumbled mass of notes made at various times on yellow

note pads, the back of tattered envelopes, and on corners of crumpled

tissue paper. So, if you ',7,et bored with the output from this less

than systematic process, perhaps you will find it interesting to

speoulat-e as to which input was writ:en on what paper.

As I began to prepare my remarks, one of my first resources was the

CCT:. Notebook and other materials authored or edited by Lloyd McCleary,

who is certainly one of our leading contemporary developers and

thec,rists on c;Dmpetency based instruction. In a January 1973 paper,

CT" w;:17on has received too little circ,.ilation, Lloyd pointed out that the
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:-etency movement "... (iDes not l'eoresent a drastic deParture from

lines cf developmental wo-k it has sound conceptual and experi-

e. ial roots". This comment has always intrIgued me, yet I have ne,.rer

th.= time to Follow it up. This time T did and I tracked down a

L2.) cutting edge public:=..ion by Or.in GrfF and Calvin Str.eet called

r..oving Como-ten,-, in 7-lu^ational Administration. If you have not

rad it, I highly recommend tha you do. On completing the tet, I

-4 not he1 but think ho,- ironic it is that a major portion of this

iear's NCPEA is devoted to the very topic which was then treated so

.D-roughly by authors from this institution and from what was then

called Memphis State Colle.ge. In fact, in their introduction they

commented on NCPEA's concern for understanding and developing competence.2

wish they were with us to share their story of attempting to use the

co:apetenoy approach at the University of Tennessee twenty years ago.

could we learn from them? Getting back to this literature illus-

tfated once again that there is very little that is new in education

we often return to ideas which were generated years ago and treat them

with some new emphasis. I was certainly humbled by this long overdue

"discovery", yet stimulated by the thought that what my colleagues and

I have been doing these past few years is to develop further ideas which

hve a strong historical base.

At the outset let me say that my willingness to take the positive

view of competency based instruction (CBI) is grounded in how I define

rind the term "personalize". The two are not always mutually sup-

Yuch of the ferment in our field over competency based edu-

_-,n (C31:) iG stirre±1 by some disparate definitions which are rooted

3
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in the s.t-imulus - response school of the behaviorists or gestalt

- ILd rhory ov, chrd - force D .chology. Z. 1231 as a very compatible

:ellow with person=.147-ed or 1-umeistir, The competency

len not be at th- purely didactic level, but can indeed have a

enc, what 3-oudy calls, a philetic =ocus (the latter emphasizing

aspecs oF student growth or what is often referred to as

'Iomein).3

As I see it, personalize and humanize are interchangeable terms

althou4h the latter has become more refined in the literature. Probably

the latt--- has become more of a jargon term than the former but if the

D,,cducts of ths NCPEA are widely enough disseminated, then we will prob-

ee,_.y see the addition of "personalized" to our educational lexicon.

Sohmj,,,der, one of the most prolific writers on competency based teacher

education, defines personalized instruction as follows:

"Instruction which is designed to meet sLecific needs
learners. Education is personalized when assessment,
objectives, strategies, and evaluation are planned with
the learners and tailored to the learners individual
needs, level, rate, value, and choices."4

The most complete definition of "hurreized" or "humanistic" which I

have found and to which I am committed is provided by Schmuck and Schmuck.

"Humarilzed sChools, as we see them, are those where the
environment sets the stage for successful personal encoun-
ters; where jdeas, facts, and feelings are openly expressed;
where conflict is brought out into the ooen, discussed,
end worked on: where emotions share equel prominence with
the intellect and where learning activities integrate the
personal intEr',rests of students and the learning goals of
the sche7)l."J

Note that these authors carry the concept far beyond the goal of

the spectic needs of learners". Here we find these needs

atIlded to but buttressed by the significant additions of personal

of
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:7-unter, conflict, and emotion, all oF which are melded with the .3oals

of zhe organization. This last dimension serves to Place considerable

censibility on us -s professors to insure that our organizations do

nr--t become unbending and arbitrary in their relationships with students.

ln7;titutional requirements are not sacred variables - they should be

subect to modification and manipulation.

As far as competency bL3ed instruction is concerned, there is a

iJerable ,-,4nge of definitions bandid about. Perhaps one reason for

this disagreement is that the approach has been stressed in our field only

sinc:e the early 70's (forgetting the earlier work of Graff and Street).

I think it significant that a Phi Delta Kappan article in 1972 on "New

Developments in the Preparation of Educational Leaders", did not mention

C:3E.8 Demonst,"ation of the wide spread of views as to what competency

based is, is shown in a study conducted by Metzer and Demeke. They found,

in examining past and Present views f CB administrative preparation,

that the definitions ranged from "Competency is a degree of quality

behavior", to "Competencies are the smallest units of behavior that, if

employed at quality level, will make a difference in fulfillment of

resoonsibility".7 In the field of teacher education, the CBA is often

defined "... as one which specifies objectives in explicit form and holds

prospective teachers accountable for meeting them. Teacher competencies

and measures for evaluating them are specified and made known in advance

of instruction".8

In arriving at my definitions, I had to clarify the sometimes vague

and confusing usage of competence and competency. My intent is not to

anae in academic nitpicking over the terms but I see an important dis-

tincLion. Competence is "the minimum knowledge, skills, values, and/or

0
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a: ',Ides a Person can be certified to possess based on a set of criteria

_:;!vel of expectation".9

"Competence can be measured only through an accumulation of
evidence, over time, that an individual is able to apply
:-nowled.-.7e and Perform certain f,rnctions or skills in ways
which are, more often than not, perceived Positively by both

individual and his audiences. A person is not competent
because of what ne knows, does, or feels; he is competent
when what he knows, does, or feels is evaluated as being
positive in its results and is 2art of his consistent
behavior as a human being. ft10

71-ts, then, is the more long range, futures conception of the term.

Competency, on the other hand, is more singular, more immediate,

d10,1 more focused in :;.ts application. It is the achievement of the know-

leda,e, skills, values, and/or attitudes necessary to perform satisfac-

torily a particular task. (italics mine).11

The idea of com7-tency is intimately involved with the ideas
of participation, authority, responsibility, and community.
The word competency refers to skills and abilities. Its
Latin root is competere, to strive together from which modern
usuage also gets the word compete. The meaning of competency
is bound up in the notion of being properly or well qualified.
A properly qualified person is one who, for a specific set of
activities, is deemed by his peers to possess those skills
and abilities appropriate to the function of role.12

These definitions, then, are consistent with my view of personalized

or humanistic education and my beliefs about the nature of man.

I see man as a free, unique creature, capable of attaining
a self direction and a creative productivity that stem
from his whole person. His freedom implies responsibility
and enables him to choose. He is capable, at best, of inter-
dependence and of being an agent of constructive social
change.13

Given all of the above, what then are some of the positive aspects

of utilizing CBI for administrator preservice and inservice education?

-;,In the compatency approach "pelsonalize the admThistrator"? As

h-lv! pondered thcse qudstions, what emerged were the two focal areas of

"impact on professors and programs" and "impact on students". This array
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of pcsitive Liimensions is not proported to be "pure" in that there is

c:tainiy linkage between items on each list - items which, incidentally,

ar., not rank o-H.=r. I would add the caveat that the emphasis of what

follows is on processes and practices for program development. The

great question of "Wha4- knowledge is of most worth?" is skirte-i.

Imp-,4ct on P-rofessors and Programs

I. If the competency approach is to be used successfully, programs must

.,- developed in the most precise definition of the term. A program is a

s::t of goals, objectives, and activities which interact to form a cluster

of related educational experiences.14 Rather than a program being built

mainly on professorial whims and interests, which can result in a con-

.s-lo-ner'ate of relatively unrelated experiences for students, a system-

atically designed program, spinning off of the competency approach, can

be much more rationally and holistical]y developed. As one researcher

has put it, "... when a college as a whole (or large sub-unit of a

university) decides to implement a competency program or curricula that

leat to a degree, there must be a readiness for a complete rethinking

of institutional practice."15

If competencies are spelled out to a high degree, then the program

must assume responsibility for providi- the experiences through which

stuaents can gaTh these competencies. Considerable efforts have to be

made by a faculty to go through the planning cycle ranging from needs

assessment through establishment of goals and objectives and program

components to the eventual development of more effective evaluation

procedurs. Anyone who has been a consistent consumer of the CCBC Note-

book since its inception in October 1971, would have to be impressed by

6
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th programmatic efforts made by various institutions around the country

utilizing the competency approach. This was a major focus of Graff and

Stn.ae 's work.16

The development oF competencies demands a much greater "mind set"

art(1 expenditure of energy in order to not only identify initial compe-

tencies,but to design a process whereby these competencies a,..e contin-

ually updated for "relevance". If competencies are to be reLevant,

professors must draw on more resources than themselves in order to identify

them. A cross sectional approach which relies on input from faculty,

students, and the field is essential if valid competencies are to be

specified.

Certainly, not all institutions have the resources to go through the

procedures of a Project R.O.M.E. which is probably the most extensive

and sophisticated attempt which has been made to date to identify

administrator competencies.17 Other projects have also been initiated

in the country such as the Interstate 505 activity in New England.18

Despite being unable to go the R.O.M.E. route, I submit that every insti-

tution can do quite a bit to validate competencies within the constraints

oE its limited resources. Certainly a by-product of this validation process

is that of developing more dialogue with the field, an eternal problem

for most administration departments. Graff and Street saw this possibility

in the CA when they mentioned professors tend to concentrate upon what

professors see as needs of students and to subsequently let student

needs become secondary. 19 Such contact with the field will certainly be

v=2lu-Jble in keeping professors up to date on what life is like for

ad:rinistrators on the firing line. In this regard, if you are not

familiar with them, I would highly recommend that in reference to this

8
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"uating" you read recent pi,.ces by Harry r;:o1cott and Jean Hills.20

rograms are i=o-rced by the co=etency approach develop alternative

ologie3 For fr'ilitating student learning. While the course approach

approolniate, other means of instruction are demanded in order

to 1-2rovide alte-onative routes for learning. Consecuently, what we have

sc-F2n is that time is vieed as a variable and not a constant under the

coL7.pete:.cv apProach)with the result that methodologies ranging from

c)simulations are being rea'iscovered or developed all around

thp country. 21 This is an extremely positive and significant turn of

e7ent5 in higher education as professors are going to have to change their

stvies of teaching if they rely primarily on .the time honored lecture

mc1,4e.29

4. How do adults lea,^n? Are there characteristics of adults as learners

which are different from those of children and youth? One of the most

stimulating aspects of preparing this paper was getting into some of t:le

literature on adult education. For many years, intuition has told me that

adults differ from young people in terms of ho they learn. As Knowlea.

points out, we need a new theory of andragegy which is the art and

science of helping adults learn as compared to the traditional reliance on

pedagogy which is the art and science of teaching children.23 Let me give

some examples of what he means. As e mature, we normally move toward

being more self directed persons. Adults want to make their own decisions,

face consequences, and manage their own lives.24 To a chilrl an experience

is usually something that happens to him it is an external event, not

an integral part of him. "To anadult, however, an experience is him. An

adult is what he has done."25 Children tend to view education with a

8
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-Dective of po3tponer4- application. Education is usually accumulated

in a 6ubjeet matter fashion. Adults tend to have a perspective of

Lacy cf aep-Lication. Education is viewed from a problem centered

9-

::ith these questions and concepts can be one of the most

a:7)ees of the CA. It demands attention to individual

le-coning style. As an aside, I wou1 -1 make the observation that it appears

tilat developers of competency based administrator preparation programs

have been at least aware intuitively of some of the above points. Although

I have yet to see any reference in educational administration related

literature to this body of knowledge, administrative programs have resisted

the route of spelling out endless lists of minute competenties 'Which are

handed to a stuclent to eventually "perform". We seem to know that such

an approach would be less than a success with the people who are our

clientele.

5. What are our assumptions about learning? This item relates to the

,a.ove)but gets into more detail in terms of teaching methodologies. What

model(s) of teaching do we select as the most appropriate one to facili-

tate the kind of learning climate which we feel is most appropriate

for our students? A model ...is a pattern or plan, which can be used to

shape a curriculum or course, to select instructional materiale, and to

guide a teacher's action.27 As professors; we need to develop our repertoire

oF approaches to teaching and learning, for, as Joyce and Weil state,

there is little evidence to date which would indicate that there is a

single most reliable teaching stratezy to be used with all students.28

This is not to say tut e simply select various methods on a hit or miss

bar-ds without pinpointing the ones we want on the basis of a sound philos-

oDhy of education. Certainly some approaches to teaching and learning

10
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mi;ht be incompatible with our operating philosophy. We need a consistent

philosophy to help us work effectively with students in a truly helping

-; 9

0. The CBA, if it is grounded in the kind of personal philosophy

ribed previously in the introduction to this paper, can enable

a professor to engage in a truly helping relationship withi his students.

We will begin to see ourselves as instruments for learning rather than

relying primarily on the "right method". We will begin to recognize that

the behavior of ourselves and of our students is prima:ily a function of

the perceptions we hold at a certain moment in time) and that what is

siT;ni.icant is not whether these perceptions are right or )wrona but thatc,

they are reality for us at that juncture of activity.30 To me, this

dimension of the competency movement is one of the most potentially

significant in terms of our attempts to "personalfZe the administrator"

and, in turn, the professor.

7. The CA has great potential to further the use of an R. & D. method-

ology in our field. The systematic process which could be used in

developing a competency based program is ready made for carrying the

earlier work of people such as Graff and Street much further in its

refinement. There is considerable challenge ahead in finding ways to

integrate More effectively the R. & D. methodology with the theory based

movement.31

8. The competency approach provokes innumerable questions even if we don't

have the answers. To me this has been one of the most important by-

pro-hicts of our attempts to utilize it at the University of Vermont.

A few of the questions we are confronting are:

(1) Should we pl-ovide alternative routes to CBI for students who have

11
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tield ,..<perience or who are not ready to assume considerable

sibility for their own lea.,-,n;n7?; (2) How much structure should we

and what are the minimum com7.etencies we can expect a student to

±-rom his program?; (3) What are valid indicators of competence?;

:an or should all learnings be linked with competqnce per se? Might

eJmoetence to the detT,iment of what a person is?; (5) Is it

pJ3i5l tnat there are outcomes from using the CA that are as valuable

uh2 compatenc-is themselves?; (6) Is all our effort making any

diffrene on the operation of schools which hire our graduates?

Impact on Students

1. When students enter a program under a competency approach, they

1:now much more clearly what a program has to offer them and can more

systematically determine their personal learning-needs. A validated

cr=etency list can be extremely hel.pful as a guidance mechanism for

selecting learning experiences. The "ambiguity" which so often surrounds

some programs as far as what specific learnings a person can get from

them and the bases for subsequent evaluation, is removed to a consid-

erable degree with the use of CBI.

Rather than finding himself fitting into a rigid, pre-determined

program, a student knows that he can have much mc.,re impact on the design

of his own program than he could under a traditional one. For example,

I remember quite clearly the general X.Ed. in administration which was

o1I'd in the University of Vermont when I came there in 1958. A list

Oi ten courses was handed to the stilclent and that was the program. There

is much more freedom of choice under this approach where a student can

1 2
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re many 3f his objectives, det-rmine how to achieie them, and relate

oojectives to his p,.Jrsonal needs. Such freedom of action is in

Lng with on .. of he maj characteristics of what Argyris end Schon

to cis a aci IT theiry-in-use of professional development) which

as in:r!risin_.; student ;r0::+h, lea,"nini;. and ,,lic::iven!.;s.32

2. .2h-J1ce C.:,:)M.3S responsibility. P.esporsibility is

to a i:erio,lalize or humani.stic vie of cduc-It4on.33. On. of the

tet.; which CA can have is to increase rest;onsibility for one
ts

n;_n- and enhance one's autonomy and sense of personal direction.

THs fcatur- of choice is a key building block to competency based

,htruction.

If a program has a:, an integral component the possibilities of

personal goals and choosing alternative learning modes, it will

be very much in keeping with the thrust of the "futures" literature of

ree;:t yeirs. This material points out that our culture and society are

(.11trlin-; so rapiclly that we can no longer assume that what we learn in

our youth will remain valid for the rest of our lives.34 "Whatever

competence means today, we can be sure its meaning will have chan7ed by

to:rorrow. The foundation for future professional competence seems to be

th.: capacity to learn how to learn."35 We must truly learn to invent

our own futur,-s,3b and to engage in more effective long range planning.37

To me there are significant implications in this assumption of respon-

fility for the education of more proactive rather than reactive admin-

ist-ators.

is reonined increasingly as a critical dimension of the

adu:.:ational process. Research over the past two decades substantiates

this observation.33 To become competent one must be able to reflect on

his actions in order to learn from them.39 Reflection demands data which

1 3
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-emes fom :eeeback. A central characteristic of feedback is

icity wh:ch also is a cen-ral eharacteristic of CBI. Therefore,

tnis MJC2.2 0: in trucen, stu.ient learning has a much greater chance

Lng enhance,_: than ie es under more traditional educational models.

etiiiee :ha campet.ney appreach either for preservice

1.eervice pul.,pos There. need to reiterate the necessity

:eere attentien

yee will. YI 1itr1tr3 is replete with references to this

')jee and :he need is becoming more acute as we face the realization

of lee's tuonevee peosonnel due to the employment situation.

Becauee of the more explicit ar:iculation of competencies and because

a eoleteecy program is moee situation-specific in its orientation,41 a

ctudent can be assured of a better match between his capabilities and the

needs of a current or potential job. I am continually distressed by the

se :-.Lelatches which I observe in the hiring process. As a person

and develops and movl-ts in and cut of a variety of social settings,

he learns the requirements of those settings and what is demanded for

continuing success in them.42 In turn, as organizations change, they too

need a more accurate reeding on the zmnd of person they wish to hire.

It would appear that the Le;e of the competency concept could help

immeasurably to improve the "fit" be:ween the individual and the organi-

zetion.

-]-iven to contineing education, or staff develop-

Conclusion

In this paper I have outlined what I see as some of the major

,LLiee a:11,eets of coeeeetency baEed instruction. ConceptuaLly, the

material could be portrayed as falling into three broad component'; which

in:erface to rerovide a foundation for CB program development. I have

.;poken to my operating philosophy, rey beliefs about learning and human

1.3 14



an,1 my ideas lbout program planning.

compe.nncy based proq,ram

leJning an' program planning
:Lan develzo:oent and development

A y.,e,c ='or any off us -gho are interested in CBI is to

-,J-:aroh and t urther 7he "mix" of these components as we search for

t:o impr..1y;e the education of our s:udents. The impediments are

- t will vcry easy to sit back and say it is impossible

L . Acamic argumets can go on and on over the difficulty of

pr'ving f-hat achieved competence makes a differo.ce on job performance or

taJt identified competencies are not necessarily valid, etc. There is a

stronLs norm in our institutions not to act until every quesLion can be

anred in the most precise way. I submit that if we are sez:dous about

improving our programs and truly att2mpting to personalize the preparation

or renewal of administrators)the competency based approach can be used to

acnieve som,2 of these goals. It will take hard work and seldom will we be

able to stand before our peers and answer, in a definitive way, all

their tough questions.

Ir.n the face of these questions, do we choose a preventive stance,

wher e. our ma:n activity is to render obsolete a forecast about our

future program needs, do we choose an adaptive stance where our major

energy is expended to enable us to adaot to what confronts us now, or

do we assume an inventive stance whiph enables us to invent our own

futures in order to meet what we know are the demands of an emerging

s,Icial system?" In August l9731James March kicked off NCPEA with a

Cocking Lecture on skills needed by ed-.:cational administrators of the

future. In that lecture he stated that one of the persistent difficulties

in reforming administrative training programs is our tendency as

1 y-



'fessors to fail Lo ,-ome to grips with the realities of managerial

The ineffectiveness of professional schools in increasing

- competence of their ,7;raduates is the difference between academic

ation and the realities of practice. Thr.e is often a high degree

inconsictency between w we actually do in the real world and what

-soou7.,e a desr,-d thorv of a-tion.45

iiow valid arc t.-1(i'3,2 oLservations? ft.i would your program resDond

T.2n years after the writing of Graff and Street, NCPEA

a committee to conider the future of educational administration.

The work o.t' this committee resulted in a book called Educational Futurism

1055:Challenges for Schools and their Administrators. I conclude this

esentation with one of the questions raised in that text.

"What must a given institution do to make its program
in educational administration survive and be relevant
in l93S?"46

1 6
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